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Questions

• Which operators deploy RPKI origin validation and filtering?
• How does deployment change over time?

Key contributions of the paper:

We evaluate existing methodology
Result: Methodology of uncontrolled, passive experiments cannot reliably differentiate RPKI filtering from some traffic engineering.

We introduce and deploy new methodology
Jointly control which routes we announce (BGP) and which routes are valid (RPKI).
Paper includes initial results, including ASes that confirmed they are filtering.
RIPE Atlas Daily Aggregates

- Public measurement data is always available via API
- Data **now also** available as daily aggregates
  - [https://ftp.ripe.net/ripe/atlas/data/](https://ftp.ripe.net/ripe/atlas/data/)
  - Data cycled out after ~30 days
- Also: ~33% of probes have IPv6
  - and, ~33% of measurements are of the v6 network
- Please grab data, and tell us if you find it useful

More:
[https://labs.ripe.net/Members/petros_gigis/announcing-daily-ripe-atlas-data-archives](https://labs.ripe.net/Members/petros_gigis/announcing-daily-ripe-atlas-data-archives)